FAIR GO at St Augustine’s

Fair Go is a series of agreed expectations about how students will behave in the playground to ensure that everyone remains safe and happy.

We have the right to feel safe at all times...
Keep your hands to yourself
Don’t gang up on others

People have the right to feel happy when they play...
Give everyone a fair go and take turns
Encourage others on the team
No bagging the other team
Include others in the game
Don’t stress if the teams are uneven
Make others feel comfortable

We need to treat others as we would expect to be treated...
No bossing people around
Use appropriate language
Speak in a calm, positive manner – no yelling
No teasing

People want to have their say and feel equal to everyone else...
Treat everyone equally in games
Listen and respect others opinions
Compromise with others
Consider the needs of others when playing
Equal turns in games
Swap and share the positions – captain, centre half forward

There are rules in the game that need to be followed...
Be fair with the rules
Rules need to be the same for everyone
Agree to the rules before you start the game
Don’t change the rules in the middle of the game
No cheating

Equipment is there for everyone...
Share it around. Don’t hog it
Don’t interrupt others games
Return equipment to the rightful owner immediately

It’s only a game mate ...
Remember it’s only a game
Count to 10 before you get angry
Don’t get cut over simple things